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I WROTE THIS AT THE TIME: “Since Openings I have stopped struggling. Life 
before seemed so difficult – a rough and hard road to follow. I suppose I 
adopted a battler mentality to get along. I often felt at odds with the world 
and with myself and the two didn’t fit very comfortably together. Now my 
life is different. It ebbs and it flows. There are still obstacles and challenges I 
meet on the way but my perceptions have changed. Now I know that I am 
fully supported by LIFE and travelling the road has been much smoother. I 
know I am moving forward”. 

Thirteen years later, I can say that my experience of Openings has had a 
profound and positive impact on my life. In this single training I evolved light 
years in my spiritual growth. I feel truly blessed by the gift of Openings and 
the smart choice I made to just ‘go for it’. I have never looked back and I am 
still walking this path. Using the spiritual tools I accessed in Openings. 

During my Openings, I had a very deep and real experience of myself as the 
source of pure love, completely unified and connected to all things. I got a 
greater understanding of the truth of who I really am. It basically turned my 
view of the world upside down and inside out – confusing at first, but 
eventually transforming. It affected my life on lots of different levels and 
continues to be an ongoing process for me as I learn to live with and express 
the essence of my true nature and higher Self. 
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"OPENINGS" 
touches the source 
of wisdom within 

each of us. 
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